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1 Statement
The following policy aims to ensure that the SSMTBL oﬀers fair and equitable
participation opportunities for all scholars without detracting from the mission
of the SSMTBL which is to develop the premier inter-schools sports
competition in South Africa.
2 Principles, Values and Philosophies
The SSMTBL is a partnership program between Spur Steak Ranches and
Amarider and was launched in 2009.
The SSMTBL is comprised of a series of provincial qualification events aimed
at selecting teams to participate in an annual inter-schools final, held in
October.
The ethos of the competition is the fact that teams compete against teams.
The SSMTBL further recognises that the League is a designed as a stepping
stone to the provincial and
national championship competitions of
CyclingSA geared for individual participants.
“Founded in 1967, one of our key principles over the years has been to
broaden our customer base and give back to customers and society at large
in meaningful ways through investing in South African communities. The Spur
Schools MTB league is a good example of this brand strategy. We have
always welcomed all into our restaurants, in fact were one of the first
restaurants to welcome children decades ago. It is in this spirit that we
endeavor to make the Spur Schools MTB league even more inclusive.” Sacha
du Plessis, Group Marketing Executive, Spur Group (Pty) Ltd

“The success and growth of the League is foremost due to the concept of
developing a team-based competition, where we put less emphasis on
individual excellence and highlight the importance of ‘team’ and the values
and dynamics that follows this. Because of this, schools has adopted the
sport in a major way, developing programs around their teams and most
importantly, recognising achievement as a squad. This places mountain
biking on the fast track to become an oﬃcial school sport which carries
major benefits in terms of governmental support of the program.” Meurant
Botha, Program Founder, Amarider (NPC)
The growth of the League necessitated the development of South African
Schools Cycling (SASC), a body that is aﬃliated to CyclingSA, that is
designed to develop a structure of schools administrators and guide the
growth of cycling as an oﬃcial schools sport.
3 The Spirit of the Competition
The SSMTBL is aimed at creating a fun racing environment where young
riders are oﬀered the opportunity to get exposed to mountain biking in a
team environment.
The League recognises that where there is a finish line and a points table,
there will be competition. The SSMTBL must strive to ensure that this
competition is fair at all times and this must guide the SSMTBL in all
decisions pertaining to the operation of the League.
The SSMTBL recognises the highly important aspect of Early Childhood
Development (ECD) and the negative impact cycling can have on this.
League events and courses are always short and relatively easy competitions
not aimed at endurance.

4 Rules for Participation:
The SSMTBL seeks to create inclusivity by facilitating the participation of all
scholars in the League. This participation shall never detract from the Spirit of
the Competition.
School teams can accept homeschoolers to join their programs on the
following terms:
4.1 The learner will
4.1.1 join a team within geographic proximity to his/her domicile. Any request
to join a team outside of this region, shall be directed to the SSMTBL.
4.1.2 follow rules for participation in extra-mural activities as set out in the
respective school’s bylaws. This includes paying, and being up to date, with
any fees related to such participation.
4.1.3 participate in all activities as set out in the oﬃcial calendar of the
schools cycling team.
4.1.4 participate in SSMTBL events wearing the oﬃcial team kit of the
school.
4.1.5 complete the season participating for one team only. Any movement to
another team shall be at the discretion of the SSMTBL after receiving a
transfer request in writing. Transfers will require valid motivation such as
parents relocating or the like. Any points that the learner may have earned
will vest with the original team and cannot be transferred to a new team.

4.2 The school will:
4.2.1 reserve the right to allow homeschooled learners to join their team.
4.2.2 indicate in writing to the SSMTBL that a learner is part of their squad. In
case of a dispute the SSMTBL may require a copy of all relevant
paperwork confirming the learner’s participation in such activities.
4.2.3 ensure that all parties are legally covered by indemnity and insurance
where a non-registered scholar joins any team activities.
4.2.4 not actively pursue learners to ride for their teams as this would be
considered contrary to the spirit of the competition.
4.2.5 not remunerate, financially or in kind, any rider for such participation.
4.2.6 not be allowed to field riders at SSMTBL events who do not participate
in general team activities.
4.2.7 not field teams where more than 25% of learners are homeschooled.
4.2.8 Limit the participation of homeschool riders to the Inter-schools Finals
to 1 rider.
4.3 The SSMTBL will:
4.3.1 maintain a geographically organised list of schools who accept
homeschool learners in their programs and publish such a list on its website
to aid parents in choosing suitable schools.
4.3.2 Allocate all points and allow participation at all levels of the competition
to learners who prescribe to the set guidelines.

4.4 The Homeschool community will:
4.4.1 Elect a representative(s) to engage with the SSMTBL on operational
matters and act as point of contact.
4.4.2 assist the SSMTBL to compile a database of schools who allow
homeschool participation in their teams
4.4.3 provide the SSMTBL with risk management guidelines regarding the
insurance and indemnity requirements, if any, for participation in school
activities.

4.5 All parties shall:
4.5.1 Avoid actions that unfairly discriminates against the participation of
young riders in the League.
4.5.2 Avoid activities that promote the creation of cycling academies for the
sole purpose to advance a learners cycling potential. This not only
creates an unequal playing field (The Spirit of the League) but is
potentially detrimental to the learner’s ECD.
4.5.3 engage with each other fairly, especially on public forums.
4.5.4 never, by his/her/their actions, bring the SSMTBL or its sponsor(s)/
partner into disrepute

5 Non-scholars
The League recognises that learners are leaving the formal schooling
environment at the age of 16 to pursue colleges, apprenticeships and the
like.
It is proposed that these riders be allowed, by application, to participate in
the League under the same rules and guidelines as our homeschool
participants.
These non-scholars shall not be aﬃliated to any cycling academy or
professional cycling team, as this would be deemed in conflict with the spirit
of the competition.
6 Policy Review
This policy shall stand as binding unless a review is initiated.
6.1 Review procedure
6.1.1 A review must be initiated via written application to the SSMTBL
6.1.2 Such application can be tabled by any of the 9 provincial SSMTBL/
SASC structures, Amarider, The Sponsor, or an oﬃcial group
representing homeschooled learners. In recognition of the diversity of
the homeschooling community, a petition with the support of 50
individuals will suﬃce.
6.1.3 No requests received from individuals shall be considered.
6.1.4 A review must be initiated 3 weeks (21 days) prior to the annual general
meeting of the SSMTBL, currently held in November. The SSMTBL
website will carry notice to the date and time of such meeting.
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